Rubric:

Project:

All ELA Classes: Complete any ONE of the projects for the book you read. Be prepared to review and take an AR Test on the book when you return
to school.
Create a 5-song
On a poster board,
Book Cover, Summary, & Design a Facebook Profile for a
Write a letter to the New Chapter:
“Soundtrack” for the
create a timeline for
Recommendation: This
Character in your book. Your
Write one new
author of your
book. Your
the book. Your
should be done on
Facebook page should include the
chapter for the book
chosen novel.
soundtrack must be
timeline should
construction paper or
following:
you read. Make sure
done in PowerPoint
include the following: unlined paper (NO
the new chapter is at
• Name and Picture the Character Explain what you
and include a “CD
NOTEBOOK PAPER!)
least 2 pages in
• Your banner picture should be a liked and/or
disliked, ask any
Cover” with the title
length.
• Title and author of
significant scene from the novel
and author of the
Front Cover: title and
the book.
involving the character.
questions you have Your new chapter
book, an original
author of the book, an
should be a
• Facebook Friends of the
about the
artwork depicting a
original picture depicting character, including relationship
believable
• Your name, date,
story/characters,
scene or theme from
a scene from the story,
continuation of what
period in the lower
to character
explain what you
the story, and your
and your
you read in the
left corner.
• Basic information about the
would have
name/due
name/date/period.
novel.
character: Age,
changed if you
date/grade level/
• 8-10 major events
Hobbies/Interests, School or
were the author,
class period. For
Inside: two-page
from the book
Occupation.
each song that you
summary of the book. Be
• Three Website “Likes” of the
and mention at least
choose, include the
• An illustration with sure to describe the plot
character.
one thing you will
following:
of the book and several
2-3 sentence caption
always remember
• Song Title
depicting each event. highlights or main events Five “Statuses” from your
about this novel
and Artist
that happened in the
*
character with at least 3
and why. (*at least
book. The summary must comments and tags from other
• Song Lyrics
two full pages and
be
written
in
your
own
• 8-10 sentence *Your poster board
characters or “friends.” Each
words and tell a complete status should show a major event written in letter
paragraph
MUST BE NEAT! All
summary of the book.
explaining
illustrations should
that happened to the character
format)
the song’s
significance
• Include the
songs clips in
your
presentation
*** Your songs must
be school
appropriate!***

be in color, and
captions should be
typed and neatly
pasted on the poster
board.

CD Cover- 5 pts Song

Illustrations- 40 pts

Cover- 20 Pts

Picture and Basic Information about

Lyrics- 25 pts

Captions- 40 pts

Summary- 50 pts

Character- 10 pts Appropriate

Explanations- 50 pts

Spelling/Grammar/

Recommendation-20 Pts

Facebook Friends- 20 pts

Spelling/Grammar/

Punctuation- 10 pts

Spelling/Grammar/

Status Updates with Comments- 50

Punctuation: 10 pts

Neatness- 10 pts

Punctuation- 10 pts

pts

Back Cover: Write a
recommendation of at
least 8-10 sentences
telling why you did or
did not like the book.
Give specific reasons
related to your book.

Song Clips-5 pts

Character “Likes”- 10 pts
Total: 100 pts

Total: 100 pts

and how he/she felt about this
event. Your comments should be
meaningful to the conversation,
not just LOL or SMH; the
characters need to really
“respond.”

Total: 100 pts

LDOE Literary
Analysis Task
Rubric:
18-19=95-100 %- Adv

LDOE Narrative
Writing Task Rubric:
14-15=93-100 %- Adv
12-13=80-92%-Mastery

15-17=79-92%Mastery

8-11==53-79%-Basic

10-14=53-78%-Basic

5-7=33-52%-App. Basic

6-9=32-52%-App.
Basic

0-4=0-32%-Unsat.

Spelling/Grammar/Punctuation
Neatness: 10 pts
Total: 100 pts
0-5=0-31%-Unsat.

